SIGNATURE SERIES

Wire Running “As Easy As That” DVD
Roy
Bowling’s
original
DVD!

Whether a novice or an experienced
installer specializing in security,
sound, telephone or home automation, this training series will pay for itself by saving
you time and enhancing your profits.
Section 1: Unique Bits and Baseboards (18 min.)

How to remove baseboard molding, run wire between
tack strip and wall; drill a hole in base molding without
removing baseboard; enlarge a hole size with the wire
already present without damaging the wire.

Section 2: Drill Bits and Fire Blocks (17 min.) Fire blocks will seem non-existent; see what

takes place in the wall when drilling through top and bottom plates. Always find the hole you drilled.

Section 3: Finishing Between Floors (16 min.) Effectively fish wires in multi-story residences.
Whether you are mounting devices on a first floor or a basement ceiling learn how to hide wires
between floors.

Section 4: Finished Basement and Crawl Spaces (19 min.) The shortest, quickest way to run
wire from the basement to first floor. Eliminate having to maneuver in dreaded crawl spaces.

Section 5: Attic Fishing (18 min.) Three professional methods are shown in this section. No

matter whether there is just a little, or a great amount of insulation, these methods will cut your time
and frustration in half.

Section 6: Insulated Walls (30 min.) Learn how to fish wires in empty walls. How to make insu-

lation work for you, be it stapled bat insulation, moisture barrier stapled over bat insulation, blow-in
cellulose or even Styrofoam. Fish from attic down to crawl space; learn the easy way to fin an insulated wall when there is a slab floor.
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